
We are in for a quieter start to the week in terms of the regular economic
data points, markets will likely focus on the Ukraine-Russia talks due to take
place over the next few days. 
Monday and Tuesday will be very quiet on the data front, on Wednesday we
will get the weekly US Crude Oil inventory numbers, and will be followed on
Thursday by a monthly set of OPEC meetings. The group has seen calls from
around the world for it to bring on extra crude supply amid the potential
supply shock that we will see from the likes of Russia.
Thursday morning will also see the release of March CPI inflation results for
certain European nations such as Italy and France, and will be followed on
Friday by the full Eurozone CPI figure for the month. Looking to the US, the
region's Core PCE inflation figure will be in focus on Thursday - expected at a
39-year-high of 5.5% y/y. We are also due to get important US jobs data on
Friday, the region's NFP result forecast at +485k jobs and Unemployment
Rate forecast at a post-pandemic low of 3.7%.
China, the world's second largest economy, is once again struggling with
Covid, cases are reportedly at their worst levels since the initial outbreak
from Wuhan. Shanghai, a city home to 26 million people, will lock down
significant areas within the city this week. We continue to watch this
situation closely, given the ramifications and supply-chain shocks that it
could have, in what is already a very precarious global inflation outlook.
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Market Moves

Equities: Stocks are rallying in Europe to kick off the week this
morning, the benchmark EuroStoxx50 index is 1.6% higher and still
within last week's relatively tight sideways range.
Sentiment is picking up this morning amid hopes that we will see some
positive outcomes from the Ukraine-Russia talks over the coming days.
Stocks are also likely seeing upside today due to a pullback in oil
prices. Lower energy prices will help to alleviate inflation somewhat,
should they continue to sell off from here.
Asian markets were mixed overnight, mainland China moved lower as
consumer stocks were weighed down by the Shanghai lockdowns. In
the States this morning equity futures are broadly flat, leaving the VIX
'fear gauge' at $21.70 at the time of writing, having touched its lowest
level in 6 weeks on Friday.
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Fixed income: Yield curve flattening, especially in the United States, has
become a major theme for bond markets over the last few months. The
spread between the region's 10yr and 2yr reached 0.18 percentage points
on Friday, near its lowest point since March 2020 when the space saw
heightened volatility. 
A key part of the US yield curve has already inverted this week, with the 5yr
yield rising above the 30yr for the first time since 2006. This would suggest
that fixed income income investors anticipate an economic downturn as the
Fed increases rates at a fast pace this year and next.

Commodities: Precious metals prices are falling on Monday, gold is
currently down 1.35% to $1,931 as traders look to the possibility of Ukraine
declaring neutrality and Russian troops withdrawing from the area. It is still
very unclear how likely this scenario may be.
Energy prices have opened lower this morning, Brent Crude about 3.5%
weaker to $113.30 and the American WTI Crude down 4% to $109.40. Fears
over weaker fuel demand in China are forcing oil markets lower today after
the major financial hub Shanghai launched lockdowns to contain its Covid
surge.

Currencies: The Dollar index is trending higher again on Monday, now
up to 99.12 as USD gains 1.8% versus the Japanese Yen. The Bank of
Japan overnight offered to buy unlimited amounts of the country's 10yr
bonds, in order to prevent these bond yields from rising above 0.25%.

Ukraine Update
The Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has said his country is
prepared to discuss adopting a neutral status as part of a peace deal with
Russia. As we understand it, any deal of this nature would need to be
guaranteed by third parties and would have to be put to a referendum.
Neutrality in this sense would include Ukraine abandoning its drive to join
NATO, and also vow to not develop nuclear weapons.
These comments come in the context of the fact that the next round of
face-to-face talk between Ukraine and Russia are due to be mediated in
Turkey , and will take place between Monday and Wednesday of this week. 
Zelensky added that Ukraine was prepared to hold separate discussions on
Crimea and the eastern Donbas border region, where over 14,000 people
have died in a slow-burning separatist conflict.


